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The analysis schema of the GERPISA. Prior questions to the elaboration  
We pursue in this column the treatment of the seven questions that it seemed necessary 
to clear up before the construction of the analysis schema of the GERPISA (see Lettre 
163 and 164). These recurring questions, which did not receive this day answers explicit 
and widely spread within the GERPISA, can pointlessly limit the participation of the 
biggest number of members to the project. They concern quite the scientific, 
methodological and political merits of an approach in term of productive models. This 
approach appears indeed to some of us as privileging excessively the conditions of the 
profitability of firms, to the detriment of the other aspects of the life in company. In the 
previous four Letters, the questions “Whom are we working for?”, “Why the labour and 
the industrial relations are not any more in the core of the reflection within the 
GERPISA”, "Why the term “productive models” is used, while the value is today 
mainly producted in the design and while the profits are essentially financial?”, "Three 
one best way, instead of one! Did we really advance? " were approached. In the present 
Letter we examine the question: “Don’t we underestimate the factors of convergence, 
for the needs of the demonstration?”. In the following Letters we shall treat last 
questioning: "The analysis schema proposed by Robert Boyer and Michel Freyssenet is 
already a 'gasworks'. Do not we go to complicate it pointlessly? It is necessary to 
formulate simpler conclusions, more directly operational", "The schema is too 
simplistic, too determinist to be used by the researchers ".  
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This question will be the object of a debate in the next colloquium. Giuseppe Volpato 
prepares a communication in which he will articulate variety of the models and general 
tendencies. The present article aims to prepare this debate. First, it brings at some 
precision, and then some supplementary elements of reflection. 
 
A common speech and apparently similar devices  
 
One of the major results of the GERPISA was to show that the organizational devices 
adopted by the auto-makers could have different objectives and different contents, while 
they are named by the same terms (just in time, teamwork, etc.) and they are apparently 
similar. This demonstration was essential, in the revealing of the diversity of the firms 
socio-productive configurations. Here we don’t developed this point, widely presented 
in the GERPISA books. 
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The diversity of the productive models does not mean that the same models 
continue to exist  
 
Productive models disappeared (the models taylorian, woollardian and fordian), the 
others were born and always exist, not without any trouble for some (the models 
sloanian, toyotian, hondian).  

The change, when it occurs, always gives the impression that it is unique and that it 
should inevitably become widespread. This impression of inevitable convergence arises 
from the difference with the previous diversity. It prevents from seeing the new 
diversity the change is engendering. 

It was the case of the so-called Japanese model. Some devices and practices seemed 
so different from what was made somewhere else that people concluded they were the 
elements of a same model and they could necessarly diffuse given their visible 
efficiency. In fact the common features were secondary and especially they had no same 
contents, as it was said higher. After these precisions, let us come to questions which 
remain to investigate. 

In the Robert Boyer / Michel Freyssenet analytical schema, the variety of the 
productive models comes from the diversity of the national “growth modes”, the 
diversity  of possible "profit strategy" in every national context, and finally the diversity 
of the possible "company governance compromise" in the choice of the means to 
implement the adopted profit strategy . 
 
 
The international regime 
 
But the national “growth modes" are confronting and changing. Moreover they do not 
change in any direction. In the RB / MF analytical schema, the national "growth modes" 
are headed by the  “international regime”. What does this mean? 

The last ten years are a good case to begin to clarify the links between national 
growth modes and international regime. On the impulse of some countries, particularly 
of the dominant economic, political and military country, the United States, measures of 
capital movement liberalization were taken, as well as measures aiming at reducing the 
part of the public spending and at making “flexible" the labour market. These measures 
would have allowed the impulsive development of the Information and Communication 
New Technologies, and doing that they would have been at the origin of a long cycle of 
growth in the United States. Some people announced the emergence of an Anglo-Saxon 
model. The shareholder, for a long time confined on a subordinate role, would have 
succeeded in obtaining a payment for his capital as high as the possible profits. By 
requiring high rates, he was going to force the company to adopt the " best practices ", 
in aid of all people. There is no doubt this "model" was hoped by many people, and it 
was adopted by numerous big companies, beyond the United States. 

Since the burst of the " new economy " bubble, the situation is a little more clear. 
Yes, a new international regime (common rules governing the relations between 
countries having  different “growth modes”, tried to impose on all the countries, under 
the pretence of the inevitable and desirable globalization. Yes, these common rules 
modified some national "growth modes" national (like Japan, Germany, etc.). Yes, in all 
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the countries, local "elites" lauded the Anglo-Saxon model and managed to impose 
some measures.  

But two phenomena occurred. The first phenomenon was on one hand the resistance 
of a part of the populations to the pursuit of the deregulation and the liberal 
globalization, and on the other hand the will of some regions of the world to have 
relations more balanced with the United States. The most important was the second 
phenomenon. The new international regime was indeed auto-destructive. The gigantic 
collapse of the stock-exchange values which we have just attended obliged a lot to be 
more realist. It is indeed necessary to remember that any new tendency need conditions 
of possibility which limit its diffusion, but also it have its own contradictions. It was the 
case of liberal globalization and the new economy. 

It is certain that the World in gestation will have no the homogeneity which the 
ideologists of the market liked to depict. But there will be no come back. A new 
international regime will be born, but it will engender in his turn a new diversity of the 
local “growth modes” (national or regional), we shall have to look for. 
 
 
Common productive paradigm 
 
Beyond their differences, don’t companies share common productive paradigm, which? 
The assembly line work for example, beyond its variants between the fordian, sloanian, 
toyotian and hondian models, is characterized by two elements: the addition of 
operations without logical link between them and the mechanical flow of the product. 
Thre is no doubt the four quoted models present these two common features. Also, 
would just in time be a new one paradigm declinable to different ways? The 
periodization (mass production versus lean production) would be justified. 

Several observations. All the identified productive models did not adopt the 
assembly line work. The "reflexive production" is another paradigm. Its implementation 
stake showed that its performances are at least equal to those of the assembly line work. 
But the most important is not that. A productive model (of value) is not reduced to the 
type of work in workshop. It is a set of principles, of devices and of practices, in the 
domains of the product policy, the productive organization and the employment 
relationship. The coherence of this set is the result of a compromise built between the 
main actors of the company to exploit the possible and compatible profit sources in a 
type of competitive and national context. It is every productive model (of value) that 
gives a different sense and a different content to the assembly line work, and not the 
assembly line work which makes similar or nearby the models which use it. 

The same remarks can be made about just in time. It is the reason for which, in the 
field inquiry, it is not enough to register the company works in just in time. It is 
advisable to describe minutely the reality of the implemented just in time, to identify the 
pursued purpose which is not inevitably the aim conferred on just in time by textbooks, 
and to analyze the collided problems and the obtained results.  

The debate on these subjects arises also from two confusions. The assembly line 
work and beyond the famous " taylorism " is mistaken wrongly for the division of the 
design and the execution. The direction of the labour division is become the criterion of 
distinction of the productive models. Now it was shown that the toyotian model did not 
allow to overcome the division of the design and the execution, as some people had 
asserted it prematurely. Because of the previous confusions, this fact leads to consider 
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that there has been always only a single model, or to announce the return of the " 
taylorism "! The division of the design and the execution (it is better to use the terms of 
“division of the intelligence of work”, because each task, included the most reduced, 
requires a part of intelligence to be executed) crosses all the productive models, because 
it is probably consubstantial with the capital and labour relation. It only takes different 
forms according to the phases of the capitalism and the productive models. 
 
The historical periods 
 
This leads to examine the common features that each historical period confers on 
companies. Impossible to ignore indeed the technical changes, the available sources of 
energy, the ecological constraints, the dominant social relations, even the hegemonic 
culture, etc. If we consider the criticism of the naturalist, technological or culturalist 
determinism is accepted within the GERPISA, the research question is the links 
between the phases of capitalism and the productive models. Here is an enormous field, 
we have to investigate! A possible way is probably to look at the division of labour, in 
its double aspect :  the extension of the market on one side and the reduction of the 
labour uncertainty  on the other one. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


